Meeting Point

Cafe Antiche Mura, via Leone IV 51-52
Thank you for booking with Real Rome Tours!

Your guide will meet you at cafe *Antiche Mura*, via Leone IV 51-52. They’ll be holding a sign that looks like this:

![Sign](image)

**How to get to the your meeting point**

By Metro: If arriving by metro, the closest stop is **Ottaviano**, on Line A (The Red Line), which is 6 stops from Termini in the direction of Battistini.

Exit the station on via Ottaviano which is on your left, and then take a right on via degli Scipioni.

Your guide will meet you outside the *Cafè Antiche Mura*, which is on the corner of this street and via Leone IV. There is a street sign on the Cafè, “via Leone IV”. You will see the old Vatican walls right across the road.

By Taxi: Just give the driver the address. In Italian, it is Via Leone IV, number 51. If he does not speak English, show him your voucher where the address is printed.

*If you are coming by taxi, please arrange for a pick-up time of at least half an hour before the meeting time of the tour, to allow for the possibility of heavy traffic, if you are staying in the city centre. If you are staying outside the city, you should leave earlier than this.*
Your Meeting Point Is Here

Here is a street view of your meeting point:
We can’t wait to meet you and show you the amazing sights to see in Rome!